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Measurement of E2 transition strengths in 32,34Mg
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The degree of collectivity in the neutron-rich nuclei 32Mg and 34Mg has been determined via intermediate-
energy Coulomb excitation in inverse kinematics. Measured energies of the first excited 2+ states and reduced
electric quadrupole transition probabilities B(E2; 0+

g.s. → 2+
1 ) are presented for 32Mg and 34Mg. The results agree

with previous measurements and confirm the placement of both nuclei within the “island of inversion.”
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclei with 10 � Z � 12 in the proximity of magic number
N = 20 are known to exhibit a collective behavior that is not
reproduced by shell-model calculations allowing solely for
excitations in the sd shell [1]. This group of nuclei forms the
“Island of Inversion” [2]. Mass measurements of 31,32Na by
Thibault et al. [3] resulted in the discovery of an unexpected
rise in the two-neutron separation energy for the sodium
isotopes at N = 21 as compared to trends for other nuclei in
the region. These mass measurements for the sodium isotopes
were explained by including neutron f7/2 configurations in
Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations [4]. The same calculations also
predicted these nuclei to be deformed. Within the framework
of the shell model, binding energies for these sodium isotopes
are reproduced by including the neutron fp shell in the valence
space, and allowing neutron (sd)−2(fp)+2 configurations to
be taken into account. For nuclei in the “Island of Inversion,”
intruder (2�ω) and normal (0�ω) configurations are inverted
in energy, and the 2�ω configurations become the ground
state [5]. In 1990, shell-model calculations predicted this
inversion to extend to 10 � Z � 12 and 20 � N � 22 [2].
Recent Monte Carlo shell-model (MCSM) calculations [6,7]
have successfully reproduced energies of the first 2+ states and
measured reduced electric quadrupole transition probabilities
B(E2; 0+

g.s. → 2+
1 ) for the neutron-rich even-even magnesium

isotopes. These calculations indicate a predominance of
neutron 2p2h particle-hole configurations over neutron 4p4h

configurations and predict the boundary of the island to extend
to N = 24, beyond the earlier N = 22 prediction of Warburton
et al. [2].

The primary focus of this work is an independent
measurement of the B(E2; 0+

g.s. → 2+
1 ) = B(E2↑) value for
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the N = 22 nucleus 34Mg. The first experiment in this
nucleus [8] utilized intermediate-energy Coulomb exci-
tation of the projectile to establish an upper limit of
B(E2↑) � 670 e2 fm4. Coulomb excitation off a lead tar-
get, 208Pb(34Mg,34 Mg γ ) at 44.9 MeV/nucleon, was used
subsequently in [9] to establish the reduced transition prob-
ability B(E2↑) = 631(126) e2 fm4 consistent with the upper
limit in [8].

In the framework of this experiment, the reduced transition
probability B(E2↑) for the N = 20 nucleus 32Mg has been
remeasured as well. Substantial evidence has been accumu-
lated, indicating that this nucleus is highly collective despite
the N = 20 magic number that is well established closer to
stability. In 1984, Guillemaud-Mueller et al. [10] observed the
first 2+ state of 32Mg in the β−n decay of 33Na at an energy of
E(2+

1 ) = 885.5(7) keV. This result has since been confirmed
using different experimental approaches [8,9,11–14]. The
reduced transition probability B(E2; ↑) was first measured
by Motobayashi et al. [12] to be 454(78) e2 fm4. Subsequent
studies [8,9,14] are consistent with the previous result, whereas
Chisté et al. [13] report B(E2↑) = 622(90) e2 fm4 as derived
from an inelastic scattering experiment on lead and carbon
targets and comparisons with coupled-channels calculations.
This latter B(E2↑) value is noticeably higher than the results
reported previously [8,9,12] and motivates the remeasurement
of 32Mg.

In this paper we report on the intermediate-energy
Coulomb excitation [15] measurements 197Au(34Mg,34 Mgγ )
and 209Bi(32Mg,32 Mgγ ). The study of 26Mg in
209Bi(26Mg,26 Mg γ ) Coulomb excitation served as an
independent verification of the method, the analysis, and the
setup. The results will be compared to previous data and to
model calculations.

II. EXPERIMENT

The present experiment was performed at the National
Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory at Michigan State Uni-
versity. The coupling of the two superconducting cyclotrons
[16], the K500 and the K1200, in conjunction with the A1900
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TABLE I. Experimental parameters for the experiments on
26,32,34Mg. Listed are the before-target beam energies E and veloci-
ties v/c of the secondary beams, the target material and thickness, the
photopeak efficiency ε, and the angle-integrated Coulomb excitation
cross section σ . An uncertainty of 3.9% is attributed to the γ -ray
efficiency.

Nucleus E Target v/c εγ σ

(MeV/nucl.) (mg/cm2) (%) (mb)

26Mg 78.6 209Bi 980 0.36 11 44(2)
32Mg 81.1 197Au 968 0.37 18 91(10)
34Mg 76.4 209Bi 980 0.36 22 126(22)

fragment separator [17], has enabled in-beam spectroscopic
studies of very exotic nuclei such as 34Mg. For this experiment,
48Ca ions were produced in the room-temperature source
ARTEMIS [18] by heating solid 48Ca in a resistively heated
oven mounted radially on the plasma chamber. The ions were
first accelerated to 10.12 MeV/nucleon in the K500 cyclotron
and then injected into the K1200 cyclotron where they were
stripped to a charge state of 19+ by a 0.2 mg/cm2 12C foil.
After stripping, the beam was accelerated to a final energy of
110 MeV/nucleon, at an average intensity of 15 pnA.

Experimental details are listed in Table I. The secondary
cocktail beams were produced by fragmentation of the 48Ca
primary beam on 9Be primary targets of thickness 376 mg/cm2

for the production of 26Mg, 587 mg/cm2 for the production
of 32Mg, and 795 mg/cm2 for 34Mg. The nuclei were selected
from the fragmentation products with the large-acceptance
A1900 fragment separator [17]. At the dispersive focal plane
of the A1900, an aluminum wedge served as an achromatic
degrader and physical slits provided particle selection by
momentum. Particle identification was further accomplished
by measuring both the energy loss in a PIN Si detector located
at the focal plane and the time of flight with respect to the
K1200 cyclotron’s radio frequency.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The γ rays
were detected with an array of 24 position-sensitive trapezoidal
NaI(Tl) detectors [19,20] previously used as the trigger barrel
in the APEX experiment at Argonne National Laboratory [19].
The detectors were arranged in a cylinder surrounding the
secondary target with the longitudinal axis parallel to the

direction of the beam. Photomultiplier tubes at each end
of the crystals facilitate position determination of the γ -ray
interaction point to within 3 cm and allow Doppler correction
of the γ rays to be applied on an event-by-event basis. The
scattered projectile nuclei were stopped in a 4-inch-diameter
fast/slow plastic phoswich detector centered at 0◦ with respect
to the beam axis. Energy loss in the fast plastic and time
of flight with respect to the radio frequency of the K1200
cyclotron facilitated identification of the scattered ions. The
distance from the target to the plastic detector, and thus
the maximum scattering angle, was chosen such that the
minimum impact parameter in the projectile-target collision
was constrained to exceed the sum of the radii of the target
and projectile nuclei by 2 fm, where the radius of each nucleus
is related to its mass number by Ri = 1.2A

1/3
i fm. Maximum

allowed scattering angles in the laboratory system were 2.26◦
for 32Mg and 2.38◦ for 26,34Mg, respectively.

Position and position-dependent energy calibrations of
the APEX NaI(Tl) array were performed before and after
the experiment. The photopeak efficiency of the array was
determined with standard calibration sources and interpolated
as a function of energy in agreement with a GEANT simula-
tion [21]. In addition to the photopeak efficiency, the Lorentz
boost, the angular distribution of the de-excitation γ rays, and
the photoabsorption in the target were taken into account. The
effective photopeak efficiency (including the aforementioned
contributions) for the 659-keV γ ray depopulating the 2+

1 state
in 34Mg is 22%. The in-beam energy resolution of the array at
659 keV is 19% FWHM, reflecting the slowing down of the
beam in the target and the uncertainty of the γ -ray emission
angle in addition to the intrinsic resolution of the detector.
Final spectra were created from particle-gated, prompt γ rays
detected over an angular range from 45◦ to 135◦.

III. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the γ -ray spectra detected in coincidence
with scattered 26Mg, 32Mg and 34Mg projectiles. Spectra
in the bottom panels have been Doppler reconstructed into
the projectile frame with de-excitation γ rays visible as
prominent peaks. The top panels depict spectra as detected in
the laboratory frame without correcting for the Doppler shift.

FIG. 1. Schematic sketch of the experimental setup. A PIN Si detector was used for initial particle identification. Two parallel-plate
avalanche counters (PPACs) served to monitor the position of the beam. The γ rays were detected in the APEX position-sensitive NaI(Tl)
array [19,20], and a plastic phoswich detector measured the scattered nuclei.
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FIG. 2. Energy spectra for γ rays in coincidence with scattered
32Mg (left), 34Mg (right), and 26Mg (inset) projectiles. The spectra
displayed in panels (c), (d), and (e) have been Doppler reconstructed
in the projectile frame. Panels (a) and (b) show the energy spectra as
measured in the laboratory frame.

γ -ray photopeak areas were determined on top of a smooth
background.

Observed γ -ray yields, divided by the number of scattering
centers in the target relative to the incoming beam flux,
yield absolute excitation cross sections. The reduced electric
quadrupole transition probabilities were extracted from the
cross sections using the Winther-Alder formalism [22].

The validity of the experimental approach was rever-
ified by an independent measurement of the well-known
reduced transition probability B(E2↑) for 26Mg via the
209Bi(26Mg,26 Mg γ ) intermediate-energy Coulomb excitation
using the same setup. The γ -ray spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.
The present measurements for 26Mg, E(2+

1 ) = 1808(38) keV
and B(E2↑) = 315(28) e2 fm4 agree with the adopted val-
ues E(2+

1 ) = 1808.73(3) keV and B(E2↑) = 305(13) e2 fm4

[23], thereby confirming our approach and underlining the
robustness of intermediate-energy Coulomb excitation.

The magnitude of possible nuclear contributions to the
excitation cross sections of 26,32,34Mg was evaluated through

an ECIS88 [24] coupled-channels calculation. This calculation
assumes that the value of the Coulomb deformation parameter
βC equals the nuclear deformation parameter βN and employs
an optical model parameter set taken from a 17O + 208Pb
reaction at 84 MeV/nucleon [25]. The calculation shows the
nuclear contributions to be at most 7% for all three nuclei.
Similarly small nuclear contributions have also been reported
in Refs. [12] and [26].

A. 34Mg

The 2+
1 → 0+g.s. transition of the projectile 34Mg was ob-

served at 659(14) keV. No evidence for other γ -ray transitions
is visible in the spectrum. The observed 659-keV peak was fit
with a Gaussian shape fixed to a width of 19% FWHM. A cross
section of 126(22) mb for the excitation of 34Mg was deter-
mined. This results in a value of B(E2↑) = 541(102) e2 fm4

for the N = 22 nucleus 34Mg.
The γ rays detected in coincidence with the scattered 34Mg

nuclei are displayed in Figs. 2(b) (laboratory frame) and 2(d)
(projectile frame). The adopted B(E2; 9/2− → 7/2−) value
for the 896.28(6)-keV transition in the target nucleus 209Bi
is 80(9) e2 fm4 [27]. From these values, the expected cross
section for the excitation of the target by 34Mg in the present
setup is 0.40(4) mb, corresponding to less than one count
expected in the 896-keV peak in Fig. 2(b). Thus, contributions
by 209Bi target excitations after Doppler reconstruction into
the projectile frame [Fig. 2(d)] consist of less than one count
spread over a 495-keV range and can be neglected.

A γ ray at 1460(20) keV has been observed in the
fragmentation experiment presented in [14] and is interpreted
as the 4+

1 → 2+
1 transition in 34Mg. The present experiment,

in agreement with [9], does not observe this γ ray in
intermediate-energy Coulomb excitation. This is consistent
with its attribution to the 4+ state, which is unlikely to be
excited in the regime of fast beams.

Nonetheless, we can estimate an upper limit for possible
feeding of the 2+

1 state by a 1460-keV γ ray following the
treatment of the feeding discussed in the following in detail
for 32Mg. Such a feeding correction would reduce the Coulomb
excitation cross section by 19% and, thus, yield the lower limit
B(E2↑) > 438(83) e2 fm4.

B. 32Mg

The 32Mgγ -ray spectra are presented in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c).
The 7/2+ → 3/2+ transition from the 197Au target is clearly
visible in the spectrum in the laboratory frame at 547(11) keV
in Fig. 2(a).

As expected, the spectrum for 32Mg in Fig. 2(c) after
Doppler reconstruction shows the photopeak at 885(18) keV
originating from the de-excitation of the projectile. Without
correcting for possible feeding from higher lying states, the
cross section for the excitation of the 2+

1 state in 32Mg,
91(10) mb, corresponds to a reduced transition probability
of B(E2↑) = 447(57) e2 fm4.

A second γ ray at 1436 keV was observed previously
in 32Mg [8,10,13,14,28,29] and could be established to
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be in coincidence with the 885-keV transition from β-
decay studies [10,11,28] and γ -ray spectroscopy following
secondary fragmentation [14,29]. However, the spin and
parity assignment of the resulting excited state at 2321 keV
remains unclear. Although our spectrum does not show
strong evidence for a 1436-keV transition, we can estimate
a maximum possible contribution to the photopeak at 885 keV
by feeding from the 2321-keV level, following the prescription
given in [8]. For this, we determine an upper limit for the
peak area of the 1436-keV transition in our spectrum. The
direct excitation cross section for populating a 4+ state via
intermediate-energy Coulomb excitation is negligible, and so
Jπ = 1− or Jπ = 2+ spin and parity assignments are consid-
ered. Assuming that a 1436-keV γ ray feeds the 885-keV state,
and estimating a maximum possible area for a 1436-keV peak,
we derive a minimum B(E2↑) value of 328(48) e2 fm4, which
is in agreement with the feeding-corrected value reported
by [8].

IV. DISCUSSION

For 34Mg our result for the reduced transition probability
B(E2↑) = 541(102) e2 fm4 is consistent with the upper limit
first reported by Pritychenko et al. [8] and agrees with the
results presented in [9], B(E2↑) = 631(126) e2 fm4. Although
there is no experimental evidence for feeding from a higher
lying state, the contribution to the 2+

1 state from feeding by
the 1460-keV γ ray observed in Ref. [14] is estimated to be at
most 19% of the excitation cross section.

The present result for B(E2↑) in 32Mg is consistent with
previously reported measurements, with the exception of
the large B(E2↑) value for 32Mg reported by Chisté et al.
[13]. Without correction for feeding by the 2321-keV
state in 32Mg, our measured energy of the first excited
state, E(2+

1 ) = 885(18) keV, and reduced transition prob-
ability, B(E2↑) = 447(57) e2 fm4, agree with the results
reported in [8,9,12]. The B(E2↑) excitation strength is
significantly lower than the result obtained by Chisté et al.,
B(E2↑) = 622(90) e2 fm4.

The quadrupole deformation parameter |β2| can be deduced
from the reduced transition strength through

|β2| = 4π

3

√
B(E2↑)

1

ZeR2
0

(1)

with R0 = 1.2A1/3 fm [30]. The present result of the
B(E2↑) value for 32Mg yields the deformation parameter
|β2| = 0.51(3). For 34Mg, we obtain a similar degree of
deformation, |β2| = 0.54(5). Within a rotational model these
numbers characterize significantly deformed nuclei.

Many theoretical models have been applied to the descrip-
tion of 32,34Mg. Representative calculations are compared to
experimental results in Fig. 3. In shell-model calculations,
measurements for both 32Mg and 34Mg are reproduced when
an sd-pf valence space is available in the model, allowing for
2�ω intruder configurations in the ground state [6,7,31–33].
The sd-pf MCSM calculations are in agreement with exper-
iment, predicting E(2+

1 ) = 885 keV, B(E2↑) = 454 e2 fm4,
and |β2| = 0.51 for 32Mg [6,7] and E(2+

1 ) = 620 keV,
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FIG. 3. Reduced quadrupole transition probabilities
B(E2; 0+g.s. → 2+

1 ) plotted by source for 32,34Mg. Values
with asterisks include a correction for feeding from the 2321-keV
state. Shell model (SM), Monte Carlo shell model (MCSM),
and Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov plus quasiparticle random phase
approximation (HFB + QRPA) calculations are compared to the
measured values.

B(E2↑) = 570 e2 fm4, and |β2| = 0.55 for 34Mg [7]. The sd-pf
shell model calculations of [31] for 34Mg similarly predict
E(2+

1 ) = 660 keV, B(E2↑) = 655 e2 fm4, and |β2| = 0.6. In
contrast, experimental results do not agree if the calculation is
restricted to the sd shell valence space only (see, e.g. [31]).

Various mean-field calculations have been performed for
these two nuclei. Generally, the calculations reproduce the
presence of intruder f7/2 configurations, and yet, they do not
tend to agree with the experimental E(2+

1 ) energy and the
deformation strength |β2|. For 32Mg, these models suggest
either a spherical ground-state shape [34–38] or a prolate
ground state deformed to a lesser degree than the experimental
findings (see [39–41]). In the case of 34Mg, the discrepancy is
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similar, with predictions of an entirely spherical shape [38], or
a lesser degree of deformation [34–37,39–41].

Recently, 32Mg has been studied using a self-consistent
HFB + QRPA approach employing SkM∗ and SkP
Skyrme interactions [42]. This calculation yields a value
for E(2+

1 ) that is just slightly below 885 keV and gives
B(E2; 0+

g.s. → 2+
1 ) = 454 e2 fm4 equivalent to β2 = 0.51, in

nice agreement with the experimental results. When the
pairing correlations are removed, the theoretical predictions
become inconsistent with the experiment, shedding light on the
importance of neutron-pairing effects in this exciting region of
the nuclear chart.

Differences among the mean-field calculations, shell model
results, and measurements are shown in Fig. 3.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, we have measured the E2 excitation strength
B(E2; 0+g.s. → 2+

1 ) in 34Mg and 32Mg via intermediate-
energy Coulomb excitation. The experimental approach was
validated by reproducing the well-known B(E2↑) value in
26Mg. For 34Mg, we confirmed the energy of the first excited
state with our measurement of E(2+

1 ) = 659(14) keV, and
we determined the reduced quadrupole transition probability

B(E2; 0+g.s. → 2+
1 ) = 541(102) e2 fm4, which agrees with

the earlier value of B(E2; 0+g.s. → 2+
1 ) = 631(126) e2 fm4

[9]. These values for this N = 22 nucleus result in the
quadrupole deformation parameter |β2| = 0.54(5), again
in agreement with measurements performed previously
at RIKEN [9]. For 32Mg, we confirmed the energy of
the first excited state 2+ state, E(2+

1 ) = 885(18) keV,
and deduced the reduced quadrupole transition probabil-
ity B(E2; 0+g.s. → 2+

1 ) = 447(57) e2 fm4, resulting in the
quadrupole deformation strength of |β2| = 0.51(3). Including
a possible correction for feeding from the 2321-keV state
gives a lower limit for the reduced transition probability
of B(E2; 0+g.s. → 2+

1 ) > 328 e2 fm4. The results are in
agreement with previous measurements [8,9,12] but do not
agree to within one standard deviation with the measurement
of Ref. [13] using another technique.
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